


Tucked away in 
a corner of the 
Cheshire countryside 
is Ingersley Crescent, 
a collection of 12 
new-build homes 
offering a thoroughly 
21st-century take on 
rural living. 

Think design that’s both boldly 
contemporary yet beautifully in tune 
with the bucolic surroundings. Think a 
thriving and engaged local community. 
Think independent shopping, dining and 
entertainment in a town that’s resisted  
chain-brand conformity. 

Think cosy privacy on tap. Think story-filled 
pubs with crackling open fires.  

Think babbling brooks, rolling hills and 
widescreen views that illicit admiring gasps.

Ingersley Crescent may just be the best 
move of your life.

Quality 
of life 
built-in.
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Picturesque natural 
surroundings married to 
understated convenience 
and bohemian urbanity.

Unspoiled, 
uplifting,
unparalleled. 

Outdoorsy type? Walking, cycling and horse riding 
are all on your doorstep. Culture vulture? Bollington 
is home to several musical, artistic and theatrical 
groups, many of them centred around Bollington
Arts Centre. Foodie? 

Then you’re basically in paradise, as there’s an 
overabundance of delis, coffee shops and restaurants 
to get your tastebuds fi red up.  

Bollington’s famous nickname is “Happy Valley” – 
spend just a few hours here and it’s easy to see why. 
The local lifestyle is amongst the most enviable in the 
UK, with residents enjoying the best of both worlds.

Ingersley Crescent sits on the edge of Bollington, 
meaning you’re immersed in leafy greenery but 
never more than a short walk from the bustling 
embrace of the town centre.  

1 The Lime Tree Restaurant and Wine Bar
2 TAPA Wine Bar
3 Holly Bush
4 The Cotton Tree 
5 Dog and Partridge
6 Vale Inn

7 Bollington Brewing Co
8 The Poachers Inn
9 Coffee Tavern
10 Bollington Convenience Store
11 The Co-operative Food
12 Bollington Library
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General features 

• Q assure 10 year new home warranty

• Freehold

External features

• Exclusive secluded estate with enclosed by a stone wall

and communal landscaped area.

• Turfed rear gardens to all plots

• Separate enclosed timber bin store to the front of all plots

• 2 parking spaces with separate visitors parking

• Contemporary double glazed UPVC windows

• French doors to the rear of all plots to access the garden

• External lighting to the front entrance, rear patio areas

and side entrance (if applicable)

• Contemporary timber fencing

Kitchen 

• Magnet Band 2 Kitchen

(upgrades available)

• Granite worktops

Bathrooms

• VitrA white sanitaryware & units

• Shower enclosures in bathrooms and en-suites

• Hansgrohe polished chrome brassware

• Part wall tiling

Finer details.
Elevation 

Images for illustrative purposes



Salboy is a Manchester-based property developer and  
private equity company owned and operated by Simon Ismail 

and Betfred-owner, Fred Done. We develop and fund  
high-quality housing and property developments throughout  

the United Kingdom. 

After success in lending, Salboy began developing  
property — first through joint ventures and then moving into  

developing our own high-quality homes. We control sites  
from concept to completion, to ensure quality is to the  

highest standard.

Domis Construction complements Salboy innovative approach 
by providing a vast array of in-house services, offering greater 

flexibility and certainty to the build process while allowing  
us to maintain the very highest standards and quality-of-finish. 

Domis provides unparalleled construction expertise  
and is achieving new service standards across the development 

market. With more than 10,000 units built and a  
combined experience of over 100 years, the principles 
of Domis possess all the skills required to deliver luxury 

residential developments.

www.ingersleycrescent.uk

Call +44 (0) 1925 852 278
Email info@salboy.co.uk

Contact

Please note that the information that we distribute is produced with great care and believed to be correct at the time 
(March 2020), to the best of our knowledge. Pictures, computer-generated views, layouts and other details are given as a 
general guide and may change from time to time in accordance with the final designs of the development and appropriate 

planning permissions.




